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© 2020, all rights yokaiwatchworld.net reserved. Names and pictures are decency level-5. E-mail: yokaiwatchwarudo[a]gmail[dot]comPage 2 HomeGamesYo-kai Watch 3Medallium2-Much-2-Take 1 Your browser does not support the audio element. Mishearing is no longer a problem for this Yo-kai, but
now it can't stop hearing unwanted rumors about itself. Ate good stuff Adventuresome! Ate average food Pretty normal... Ate terrible food Well... Loafed I'm bushed! Make friends with Hooooot! Let's be friends, and I'll tell you all the gossip I've heard! Traded Hooooot! I heard you whispering, my ears don't
miss a trick! Yes, I'll help you. Gasha It's you! I've heard all the gossip and reputation, but to finally meet you... 0 . 0 WingclipperAn active, Yo-kai can not escape. - 20x2 | 44x2 Smackdown 80 | 120 Storm 0 | 0 RockfestConfuses in red letters all enemies with an earache that is just too much to take. 0 . 0
Hear-Too-MuchMake an enemy somewhat confused by giving them too sensitive hearing. Spirit Doughnut 10% Soul Secrets 2% - HP 55,463 ATK 10 73 SPR 42 251 DEF 25,170 SPD 11 86 Yo-kai Watch 3 is the third main line of the Yo-kai Watch series, and it will be released on December 7, 2018 in
Europe, and February 8, 2019 in North America. Just like Yo-kai Watch, Yo-kai Watch 2, and Yo-kai Watch Blasters, it has different passwords/passcodes and QR codes, which allow you to get different in-game items, Yo-kai, and more. On this page you will find the list of passwords/passcodes and
plenty of QR Codes for the game. We will make sure to keep updating it regularly, as new passwords/passwords and QR Codes are shared. Check out this page for details on the various Software updates for Yo-kai Watch 3! Yo-kai Watch 3: list of passcodes Important notes: some (most?) of the
following codes may only work with the English version of the game (UK, North America). HSRMT4KSHT K2SHMAKSYC STT3KKCHTT OHN46TKHNH SKURK7TTHT Y3110WW1SP OR4NJ4RM0R P1NKDR34M GR33NS0UL SSNYHWT8ST MMNUNHSS9H SM5NFSFHTS KAHNSN2KAT
YY3KW2I51N 1KUYHN6YIM STYST8HFHS SW2RYSSORF K7RZHZ4IDN BR1GHTD0LL B1GB0NUS R3DW4RR10R SUSH1T3MPU 1LOV3US4 R0CK3TP4W4 YOK41W4TC8 ST4RRYSK1 L0TS0FLUCK Y0K41L0VE K4NMHNN2K5 J3RMZ6GDM8 PRPLCHTESO Z3NL1GHT3N NM7TT5HY6N
WS6MC2UN8T N9MI7SK3HR MN5WT8HE2N 1NV1Z1BL3 FR3SHV3G DR1PP1NW3T W5T2AK8MM6 RK3HM9MON7 A4NWT3MM5K S7M4AT2N8W MY3RN7FT5M HH6YT2HY4U N7RK9NS2NW Y6UT3MN5AS SH4YT2MK7R MT8WU4RN3I BLU3TR1CK PURP13D4RK 4QU4SC4L3 FU11B311Y
U9WD1D0BN7 Y2KT5SR9NK YHSSFMTCH1 FKUHHFN9C2 KK2KUH4MTY R9DR3H7VZA Yo-kai Watch 3: QR Codes To use QR Codes, you need to do the following: head to the Piggleston Bank in Springdale or the Acornia Bank in St. Peanutsburg talk to one of the tellers. This can be done with
either Nate and Hailey Anne, but keep in mind that each QR Codes can only be scanned once. In other words, you need to think about which character you want to scan the QR codes with, because you can only get the reward once. After going far enough in the story, (among other things) is split
between the two characters, but up to that point you have to choose who gets what. Important notes: the QR codes listed in bold and italics in the list below are the latest additions. Anime QR Codes They are special QR Codes shared in the recap of each episode of the Yo-kai Watch anime series (as
seen on YouTube): Yo-kai QR Codes The following QR Codes allow you to befriend specific Yo-kai Tempurasan Jibanyan Liu Bei, Komasan Sun Ce, Usapyon Zhongda (via the Promise Pie object) Wibblekoma, Wobblenyan, and Her Eggcelency Playing Card Yo-kai The following QR Codes allow you to
get the following playing cards Yo-kai : Playing cards: King (Jibanyan) Playing cards: Jack (Komasan) Playing cards: Ace (Hovernyan) Playing cards: Joker (Whisper) [NB: image updated with correct QR code, Level-5 initially had the same QR code as for Ace) ??? NOTE: you may not encounter them
Yo-kai directly, but they will wait for you to challenge them further down the road if you do scan their QR Code! Big Bosses QR codes The following QR codes allow you to get the necessary item to challenge Big Bosses: Soulcleaver: ∞ Oblivion Stone, Jet Black Coin IcarOS: ∞ Iron Ogre Stone, Emblem
Coin Rare Yo-kai QR Codes The following QR Codes you can face against powerful rare Yo-kai: Hovernyan S Tempurasan Kyubot Jibanyan Liu Bei, Komasan Sun Ce Usapyon Zhongda Komajiro Ten Queen Usapyon Tofupyon Following QR Codes you can meet Tofuonpy , and get some special coins!
Tofupyon Flower Tension Coins Moon Tension Coins Ancient Yo-kai The following QR Codes allow you to befriend rare Ancient Yo-kai: Fitwit: ∞ Silly Stone Fragment 1, ∞ Silly Stone Fragment 2 Meopatra: ∞ Avarice Stone Fragment 1, ∞ Avarice Stone Fragment 2 ??? Venoctobot: ∞ Steely Dragon
Stone, Sealed Coin, Underworld Coin El Dorago The following QR Codes allow you to get the necessary items to meet El Dorago: ∞ gilded Stone Fragments 1 ∞ Gilded Stone Fragments 2 Bird Excitement Coin Demonic Coins Zazel QR Codes Following QR Codes you can meet up against Zazel:
Chairman's staff Heaven Excitement Coins Moon Tension Coins Coins QR Codes Iron Pot Coin Yo-Mystery Coin Kai Mystery Coin Mystery Coin Soul Coin Coins More QR Codes Can You Meet Sushinyan) Enchanted Flute (for Lord Enma Awoken) Lord Enma QR Codes Japanese QR Codes The
following QR codes are from the Japanese version of the game. They should work with the European and North American versions of the game, but the rewards may be slightly different. Looking for even more QR Codes? Those from Yo-kai Watch, Yo-kai Watch 2, and Yo-kai Watch Blasters should also
work on this game: check out this post for Yo-kai Watch QR Codes, here one for Yo-kai Watch 2 QR Codes, and this one for Yo-kai Watch Blasters QR Codes! Source: Gamy Image not available forColor: COVID-19 UPDATE: IRON COMPANY continues to operate and fill orders for our customers.
Please allow additional time for and for orders to deliver. We appreciate your mutual respect, your patience and your support. Stay safe! © 2020 IRON COMPANIES | WOMEN OWNED SMALL BUSINESSES | GS-07F-0104M In less than 20 minutes, our dumbbell training will help you build strength and
size after just 6 weeks! Free weights are the best tool available for building muscle size, strength, and power. And they do it faster than any other form of weight training. By using dumbbells, this whole process happens faster than with machines or even freeweight barbells, because you're forced to use a
variety of stabilizer muscles that wouldn't get worked any other way – and almost all serious bodybuilders use free-weight barbells and dumbbells as an integral part of their workout routines. And it's easy to incorporate into your home gym with PowerBlocks. The 18-minute Home Training Dumbbell Blast
You can do over 100 functional exercises with PowerBlock dumbbells combined with an adjustable bench. A training session of just under 20 minutes can be enough to build strength and size in just six weeks. Perform this workout twice a week, distributed to allow several days between workouts (e.g.
Monday and Thursday, or Wednesday and Sunday). Dumbbell bench press Just like a regular bench press, with PowerBlock Dumbbells. Lift the dumbbells from the chest to a straight up position for a rope. Make 3 sets of 8-10 reps per set. Dumbbell substitute Bicep Curl While standing, use an arm and
curl dumbbell upwards for a rope. Make a full set with that arm, then change arms. Make 2 sets in total for each arm of 8-12 reps per set. Incline Dumbbell Press For this - adjust your bench to a 45 Degree tilt, and raise from your chest straight up for a rope. Make 2 sets of 10-12 reps per set. One-Arm
Side Laterals With one arm at your side, and your other arm holding the dumbbell, lift the dumbbell clean from your side until the arm is straight out for a rope. Use a weight low enough to prevent the arm from bending while lifting. After each set, arms switch. Makes 1-2 sets of 8-12 reps per set. One-Arm
Dumbbell Row Lean over with one hand on your bench, and row dumbbell upwards with your other arm for a rope. With each arm, make 2-3 sets of 8-10 reps per set. And, if you're looking for dumbspots, or if you need a quality bench for your home gym, visit one of our three Fitness 4 Home Superstore
locations in Scottsdale, Chandler, or Phoenix Phoenix
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